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Inclusion of CRAT/GRAT/GRUT/CRUT

Calculation Type: CRUT/GRUT
Transfer Date: 11/2022
§7520 Rate: 4.80%
Trust Value at Death: $1,512,555
Payment Period: Annual
Annual Payout Rate: 2.53666%
Months Valuation Precedes Payout: 0

GRUT Results
Payout Sequence Factor: 1.000000
Adjusted Payout Rate: 2.537%
Equivalent Income Interest Rate: 2.603%
Includible Portion of Trust: 54.229%
Value of Amount Includible at Death: $820,246
Value of Amount Excludable at Death: $692,309

Inclusion of GRUT

Includible Excludable

This scenario is a hypothetical illustration based on the assumptions you entered via the inputs inside the program. It is to
be used solely as a conceptual guide to understand and quantify your planning needs. It would be wise to consider this
illustration together with all other information you deem necessary in making your investment decisions. This illustration is
not a guarantee of the performance of any specific investment. Actual performance from your investments and assets
may vary. This illustration is not legal or tax advice. You should consult with your attorney and accountant to review this
information and determine its appropriateness for your particular situation. The provider of this illustration provides no
guarantee and assumes no responsibility or liability for the accuracy of the information provided (including whether the
interest rate you have selected is in fact "reasonable") or for your reliance based on this information. 
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Inclusion of CRAT/GRAT/GRUT/CRUT
  

This calculation computes the portion of a charitable remainder annuity trust (CRAT) or charitable remainder unitrust
(CRUT) that may be includible in the grantor's gross estate if the grantor has retained the annuity or unitrust interest, or
the portion of a grantor retained annuity trust (GRAT) or grantor retained unitrust (GRUT) that may be includible in the
grantor's state if death occurs before the trust term ends. The inclusion is calculated in accordance with regulations under
IRC §2036 that were published in T.D. 9414, 73 F.R. 40173 (7/14/2008) and became effective when published.

Under the regulations, the IRS will not attempt to apply IRC §2039 to require inclusion of any part of a CRAT, CRUT,
GRAT, or GRUT.

In the case of a CRAT or GRAT, the inclusion is based on the amount of principal needed to produce an income equal to
the annuity amount, which is calculated by dividing the annuity by the §7520 rate.

In the case of a CRUT or GRUT, the includable amount is determined in three steps as follows (i.e., the computation
performed by the software):

Find the "adjusted payout rate" for the unitrust amount
Find equivalent income interest rate, which is the adjusted payout rate from step one divided by (1-adjusted
payout rate).
Find includable portion, which is the step 2 equivalent income interest rate divided by the §7520 rate.

To "bullet-proof" the tax savings, life insurance in the amount of the expected estate tax savings can be purchased by an
adult beneficiary or by the trustee of an irrevocable trust.
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